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“Why New Preservation? Why now?”
“Preservation” has been around for thirty years: What’s different now?

 “Not just poor-people’s problem any more”
 Shortage of urban affordable housing: national epidemic
 Young workers, growing employers → city councilors, mayors
 Existing tools (e.g. LIHTC) by definition do not address workforce

 Shortage of new production (urban, suburban)
 Federal government has few levers to pull
 NIMBYs at the procedural barricades (Embarcadero)

 For developers, New Preservation offers greater achievability
 Predictable, anticipatory pipeline
 Site control for longer as transaction ripens
 Already occupied → NIMBY antibodies
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New Preservation in a different ecosystem
Cities are undergoing purpose-use disruption → obsolete built environment

 Dematerialization of supply, value chains
 Manufacturing even farther away from sales/ use
 Retail: Amazon & UPS → Shopping malls kaput

 Just-in-time inventorying → “Before-time” ordering
 Wi-fi + video + mobile phones → Virtual office

 Videocall from your car, your lunch break 

 Disruption of urban uses → Streetscape is experiential
 Telecommuting → Working at home

 Extension and flexibility of work hours, days
 Collapse of ‘high street retail’

 Food trucks, pop-up eateries, VenMo, Uber Eats
 We-Work as sole-practitioner’s fraternity/ sorority
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 New game: State-local resource scavenger hunt 
 New objectives: Workforce, NOAH
 New resources: Mostly non-cash 
 New unfamiliar players: YIMBY’s of enlightened self-interest(*)

 NIMBY → Unenlightened self-interest
 Employers (4+1 grow sustainable jobs)

 Education, health, tech, government, leisure
 Millennials (hired by 4+1 employers)

 New possibilities (some preservation, some production)
 Employer-assisted (land, balance sheet, demand aggregation)
 Shared ownership/ shared appreciation

 New rules (being written on the fly)

New Preservation → New game
New objectives, new resources, new players, new possibilities
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Cash
1. Grants
2. Hard debt with high gearing
3. Hard debt with interest subsidy
4. Soft debt
5. Hard equity
6. Soft equity
7. Operating subsidy
8. Redirective subsidy

‘Free’ money comes in many forms
Non-cash converts to cash ↔ Cash converts into non-cash

Non-cash
1. Land (cheap or free)
2. Zoning and density
3. Trunk infrastructure
4. Site infrastructure
5. Cheap or free utilities
6. Credit enhancement
7. Tax relief (VAT) on materials
8. Real estate tax (fees) relief

Every market has a distinctive mix – what is the mix in your market?
Always design programs and business models around unique mix
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New Preservation’s not-so-new challenges
For policy makers, program participants, competitors and collaborators

 Triage: policy makers, resource providers
 Maximize ‘save differential’

 Some are not at risk … some are not cost-effective to save

 Risk cash outlay now versus variable inflows when?
 Changing profit typology → Changing business model
 Not LIHTC merchant building
 Not QAP reverse-engineering optimization

 Innovation versus scalability
 Pioneering is unpredictable, not quickly scalable

 Complexity & risk 
 Is this a product line, or an offshoot business?
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